It is shown that the joint distribution of energy eigenvalues for systems with a varying degree of nonintegrability which has been obtained dynamically by T. Yukawa [Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1883 
There has been growing interest in energy-level statistics for quantum systems with Hamiltonians which lie in the intermediate regime of transition from integrability to chaos. ' 
where Eq. (3 ), nothing but the joint GOE distribution from the random-matrix theory, is deduced in the limit 
of the GOE limit distribution (3'), and hence it must be replaced by a more relevant treatment.
Combining any pair of (4), we replace it by the equation of motion for x"=x"-x as
with a friction constant I and external noise forces R"(t) 
dx"(t}=crdB"(t}+ odB"(t) . In order to assure that Eq. (5) as SDE yields a stationary distribution of the above-stated form, we give here a more general result about a specific class of SDE. We consider a one-dimensional SDE of the form dx, = g b;(x, )odB "(t}, (i =1) (7) where b;(x) is a smooth function of the variable x, and r real Brownian motions tB "(t)J satisfy the standard correlation properties E dB "(t)dB'1'(t) =5;jdt. Then, the Fokker-Planck equation for the probability density P, (x) of the process x"defined by means of the conditional expectation of the diffusion processes:
is given by a a P, (x}= P, (x-} , 'D'(x) +D(x) log-P,(x). a ax with Here S"(t) and B"(t) are two orthogonal standard Brownian motions [the orthogonality can be seen from their respective sources, i.e. , the weighted sum of V"( over n '(+n, m) for the former and the single term V" for the latter], cr and A, are constants to represent the strength of the respective Brownian motion, and the symbol o implies the symmetrized product of x"(t) ' and 18"(t}.It is then possible to study the process x"(t) and its distribution using the standard theory of SDE, ' in particular, subjected to the rule of transformation between the Stratonovich SDE and the Ito SDE (the socalled stochastic calculus" ).
The stationary distribution of the process x"(t) subject to the SDE (5) In fact, Yukawa s distribution (3) by itself is unnormalizable in the whole space, and we might introduce a conventional convergence factor to avoid the difficulty so that we replace the constant o by rre'" (e&0) and then let e tend to zero in converting from (3) to (3'). This concludes an outline of the stochastic derivation of Yukawa's result.
As an application, we now wish to derive an explicit interpolation formula for the NNS distribution which may replace the two familiar ones so far used, ' the one due to Brody and the other due to Berry and Robnik. In order to do this we must restrict (5) to pairs (n, m) which represent a nearest-neighbor spacing, and we would have to account for many-body correlation effects which force the pair (n, m) to be an NNS. To avoid the complexity of a rigorous procedure we assume that all such effects can be lumped together in an appropriate dependence of the two noise-strength parameters o and A. on the NNS vari- Phys. Rev. A 35, 1464 (1987 ] to the formula (14 
